Collector Parts: MDN and NTN/AIRMoN

**MDN Collector Frame and Sensor**
- Dry side bucket
- Sensor grid
- Sensor unit
- Dry side bag
- Bucket holder clip
- Dry side bucket holder
- Sensor screws
- Lid seal
- Chimney caps
- MDN funnel
- Trace metals/extra funnel
- Sensor plate
- Lid arm boots
- Collector frame

**NTN Collector Frame and Sensor**
- Dry side bucket
- Sensor grid
- Sensor unit
- Bucket holder clip
- Dry side bucket holder
- Sensor screws
- Lid seal
- Sensor plate
- Collector frame
Collector, Motorbox, and Clutch Arm

Dry side bucket holder

Dry side bucket holder screws

Motorbox screws

Motor box screws
Event recorder circuit fuse
110v AC circuit fuse
110v AC power cord

12v DC circuit fuse
12v DC power lugs
Event recorder terminal
Sensor unit socket

Clutch tooth
Clutch tooth tension spring
Thrust collar with set screw

Switching magnets
Clutch tooth tension plate

Collector Top, Motorbox Screws

Motorbox Main

Clutch Arm